
Celltrio, Inc., a leading manufacturer of life sciences automation and 
biobanking solutions, utilizes the power of modularity to automate manual 

processes from raw cell division to harvesting cultured cells.  

The Fastest Path To Cell Line Automation

website: www.celltrio.com
email: info@celltrio.com

Modular
Task Modules designed with standard components and a common interface that 
can be combined in a variety of ways to meet cell line production needs.

Scalable
Task Modules can be added as needed to meet the 
increasing production demands of cell lines.

Robust
Task Modules start with durable, high quality components that deliver 
consistent results whether running cell lines 24/7 or in small batches.

Intuitive
Powerful software provides easy scheduling and intelligent multi-tasking 
with a user interface that interacts with operators in a way they understand 
and expect.

Innovative
Celltrio’s Engineers are always developing new task modules while 
improving existing task modules based on customer needs and advances 
in technology.

Clean
Celltrio task modules significantly reduce the introduction of contamination with 
automatic cleaning routines and easy disassembly for auto-clave or wipe down.
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Incubator
Celltrio Incubator is easily integratable while maintaining 
cleanliness and stability of the culturing environment with a full 
set of robust and versatile features.

RoboStor
Celltrio RoboStor  is a robotic LN2 sample storage & retrieval 
system with full audit trails and inventory management system.
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Microscope and Cell Counter
Celltrio Microscope and Cell Counter offer precise measurement 
and images of cell growth, such as confluency and cell count.

Robotic Handling
Celltrio Robotic Handlers come in different configurations with 
semiconductor-grade quality and reliability for a wide range of 
labware.

Centrifuge
Celltrio Centrifuge is a compact side-loading centrifuge adaptable 
for various types of labware without changing a rotor.

Celltrio Software
Celltrio Software enables rapid integration featuring powerful 
controls with Skyview C3  software platform including intuitive 
interface, user friendly scheduler, audit trails and error recovery.

Liquid Handler
Celltrio Liquid Handler is an automated, space efficient module to 
store and dispence media through peristaltic pumps and air 
displacement pipettes (ADP) at a desired temperature.

Skyview C3 Software
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